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Editorial
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Chief Editor
Stuart Coleman

Sorry it's late. So much has happened since the last issue, unfortunately it wasn't
work on the magazine. The most aggravating problem is coming up with full size articles. We were looking for articles that were informative, complete and that fitted into
the three main categories of kit build, reference or historical event. This proved more
time consuming than I thought it would. It was also my fault for not getting down to it
and starting work on the magazine sooner. In the end, it all worked out and I can welcome you issue 4. With all that said and done, it's time to browse through the issue
and see what we have been up to in the last four months.
I would like to thank all the members that contributed to this issue. I hope you like
the way your effort was presented here. Please feel free to present further work in the
future as all contributions are gratefully appreciated. To all members that have not
submitted anything, go to HELL!!… Just kidding, but if you ever have the inclination to
write anything you can always look to the editing team for guidance and advice.
Lately I have been in awe at the number and quality of kits coming out. Revell has
been putting out some exquisite kits in 1/72 scale and at really affordable prices. They
seem to be following Hobbycraft’s lead in producing good kits, cheaply. Of course,
Tamiya and Hasagawa always count in the short list but to my taste, they are a little
too expensive for mine. A recent conversation between some fellow modellers has
made me more tolerant of pricing but I still think if some brands can stay cheap, why
can’t others. The future can only get brighter as time goes by and the range of products increases. mmmMMMmmm, models...
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Chief Editor for this issue

IPMS New South Wales
The International Plastic Modellers Society, New South Wales
Branch, Australia, or IPMS New South Wales is a group of enthusiasts devoted to the pursuit and promotion of plastic modelling. The
club meets on the 4th Saturday of each month, except December
when the meeting is held on the second Saturday. Meetings start
at 1:00 PM and are held at
Ryde Senior Citizens Centre
33 Blaxland Road
Top Ryde NSW
Visitors are always welcome to these meetings and see the compe-
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titions, workshops and other various activities held by the club for
people of all ages and varying levels of skill in plastic modelling.
If you would like further information, please phone (02) 9692
8040 or write to :
IPMS New South Wales
c/o P.O. Box 949
Glebe NSW
Australia 2037

!" miniature
Volume 14 No. 4 ! May 1999
INminiature (previously
News & Views) is the official
magazine of IPMS New
South Wales.
Contributions are warmly invited. All due care is taken
for material offered, however
neither the editorial staff nor
IPMS New South Wales accepts any responsibility. Acceptance of material does
not signify a guarantee that it
will be published.
Except where noted, all material in INminiature remains
the copyright of the author,
editors and IPMS NSW. Reproduction of any material is
prohibited without written
permission of the copyright
holder.

Gorgeous George
Gary Green sets the record straight
on this in-accurately restored hero.

8
Fallback to a Legend
Alan Yee takes his time to build a
Swift.

Please send all correspondence to:
INminiature Magazine
c/o P.O. Box 949
Glebe NSW
Australia 2037
Or by email at:
Hornet133@Hotmail.com
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The Big Sting
Li Choo builds a Bomber Buster with
the lot.
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First Impressions
Historic Plastic Models
Blohm & Voss BV141B

During my travels I occasionally come across
a new kit release but I very, VERY really
come across a new brand. This is one of
those times.
The Blohm & Voss BV141B is one of
those aircraft I always thought would look
good in 1/48 scale after I built the 1/72 scale
Airfix kit. The history of the aircraft was one

Italeri Supermarine Spitfire Mk IX

The kit consists of two light grey sprues and
one clear sprue. Based on the breakdown of
the components, it looks like Italeri may plan
for more variants of the Spitfire. The current
configuration supplies two types of rudder, oil
cooler, canopy hood and front windscreen
and lastly, wingtips. The panel lines are well
defined though not as delicate as Hase-

Accurate Miniatures Ilyushin Il-

2m3

A 1/48th scale Stormovik? You beauty. I recall thinking that when the Accurate Miniatures Il-2m3 was released. It was certainly a
gap filler for any modeller interested in WWII
Russian aircraft. During the war the Russian
term “Stormovik” meant any Russian ground
attack aircraft but it was the Il-2 that seemed
to fit the term far more than any other. The
Stormovik was based loosely on the Fairy
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of those free lance projects like the Mosquito.
The Hamburg company heard of a 1937 tender for an observation aircraft issued to
Arado and Focke-Wulf and decided to enter
the competition as well. Designed by Dr. Ing.
Richard Vogt to have the best observational
view in as many directions as possible. The
FW 189 eventually won the contract but small
orders were made for the BV 141B.
When I saw the kit for the first time I was
put off by the $60.00 price tag but interest
began to return when I looked in the box.
The kit consists of 122 pieces, 6 of these are
clear and 19 etched metal. The parts have
nicely engraved panel lines and the cockpit
detail is excellent. Small parts need to be
cleaned up as they have a little bit of flash
around the seams. The entire cabin area is
moulded in clear plastic and this I like very
much as it will leave no seams around the
canopy as it would if the canopy was separate.
Decals are nicely printed, sharp and on
register. The instruction sheet is well laid out

and in English.
The kit being so nice, combined with the
fact that the subject is very interesting and as
rare as a straight politician, makes the price
tag worth it for those who enjoy building odd
subjects in 1/48th scale.

gawa’s. The cockpit is broken down into nine
separate parts. The attempt at making the
floor not a floor is a commendable one since
all Spitfire aficionados know that Spitfires do
not have proper cockpit floors. Overall the kit
has forty light grey and nine clear parts. The
only thing that looked out of place was the
spade control; its size equals that of the main
undercarriage leg. The instructions is presented in a single sheet of paper folded up
like an accordion and in it a six stage construction procedure and painting instructions
for three aircraft.
The decals are well printed with solid and
well-aligned register but matte in finish. Stenciling is supplied and the sky colour for the
lettering and fuselage band looks spot on.
One has a choice of three markings all sporting the standard RAF grey and green camouflage; the only colourful one being the one
resplendent in the invasion stripes.
This is a nice kit of a Spitfire Mk IX and

apart from the Hasegawa kit is a welcome
replacement for older Mk IX kits still being
sold.

Battle light bomber but was much more heavily armoured to withstand anti-aircraft fire. As
a result it was much heavier and required a
more powerful engine. The powerplant used
was the AM-38F giving a respectable 1750
RPM. Over the course of the war some
40,000 Il-2s were built, at about 1,000 aircraft
per month.
The kit is beautifully presented with finely
engraved panel lines and extensive interior
detail. A feature in the kit is a choice of two
sets of tyres, one round set and one with a
flat spot depicting weight. The kit consists of
123 well moulded pieces, 9 of them clear, on
eight sprues.
A nicely printed and on register sheet of
decals is provided. A separate partition in the
box keeps the transparent parts and decals
out of harms way. A very extensive instruction booklet is included and this also gives
back ground information and a few tips on
building the kit.
The kit is one of three of the Stormovik

released at the same time by Accurate Miniatures, the others being a single seat version
and a snow ski equipped version.

—Stuart Coleman.
Product:

Historic Plastic Models
Blohm & Voss BV141B
Scale:
1/48
Content:
122 injection moulded parts with
6 clear pieces, 19 etched metal,
decals and instruction sheet.
Price:
$60.00
Supplier: Just Planes, Bankstown NSW
Comments: If one can afford it, I do recommend picking one up.

—Li Choo
Product:

Italeri Supermarine Spitfire
Mk. IX (094)
Scale:
1/72nd
Content:
49 injection moulded parts; 40
light grey and 9 clear with decals
and instruction sheet
Price:
$9.95
Supplier: Tom’s Discount Hobbies Discount, West Ryde NSW
Comments: Very nice, very good price, very,
very difficult to despise.

—Stuart Coleman
Product:

Accurate Miniatures Ilyushin
Il-2m3
Scale:
1/48
Content: 123 injection moulded parts, 9
clear pieces, decals and instructions.
Price:
$44.05
Supplier: Victorian Hobby Centre, Melbourne, VIC
Comments: A must have for all builders of
World War II classics.

Revell N.A. P-51B Mustang

The last attempt of a P-51B Mustang was by
Hasegawa but its execution was somewhat
half-hearted and to add insult still charged at
a price that some would consider being short
changed.
However, Revell has answered to the
challenge by releasing a decent model of the
P-51B Mustang in 1/72 scale and one could
say this could be a 1/48 scale Tamiya Mus-

Revell Me262A-1a /U3/U4

Everything old is new again. So the expression goes and it really fits in this case. Revell
have re-released their 1/32 scale Messerschmitt Me262, that’s the old part. The new
bit is that two new versions can be built from
the one kit. The first is the cannon armed
Me262A-1a/U4, the bomber destroyer whilst
the other version in the kit is a photo-recon
aircraft, the Me262A-1a/U3. Parts to build
these two versions are on two extra sprues
along side the five other sprues in the standard kit. The old fuselage halves have also

tang only reduced by 67% in size. Moulded
in a shade similar to Tamiya Acrylic Deep
Green, there are three green and one clear
sprue unfortunately consisting of a one part
canopy which happened to have the canopy
frames a little bit on the wide side. The cockpit detail is fantastic for a kit this size which
includes a wood grain cockpit floor. Extras in
the kit supplied as a separate sprue are the
drop tanks, bazooka rocket tubes and a
choice of shrouded or non-shrouded exhausts. The kit has forty-five green and two
clear parts for construction. There are two
decal options; one being a USAAF machine
with the Olive Drab and Neutral Grey camouflage and the other a RAF machine with the
normal Green and Greys camouflage. Both
options coincidentally enough offer variants
with shark mouths.
The decal supplied has a matte finish and
is nicely printed; spoilt by the misalignment of
the yellow ring around the British roundel.

Now that Revell and Monogram have
joined forces, I can safely say that their second, attempt at producing a P51-B in this
scale has been an unprecedented success.

had come under attention by having recesses
etched into the insides of the halves either
side of the nose wheel well to show where
the new panels are to be installed.
The kit consists of eighty seven pieces,
59 in dark green styrene, 7 in clear and 21,
the conversion pieces, moulded in black styrene. An extensive decal sheet is provided as
well as a comprehensive four page booklet.
The parts are detailed with fine raised panel
lines which can be either sanded down or dry
brushed to show the detail. A pilot figure is
included as is with all Revell 1/32 scale kits
but, be advised, he looks a bit sad.
The Me262A-1a/U4 only reached the
prototype stage. It was fitted with either a
BK5 or a MK214A cannon, both of 50mm.
Only four aircraft were completed, luckily, for
if it had made it into service it could have
decimated the box formations of the 8th airforce. The Me 262A-1a/U3 was a photorecon aircraft, being armed only with a pair of
high resolution cameras. Both of these aircraft would have excelled in their two very

different roles if they had been developed to
the fullest extent. I for one, am glad Revell
saw fit to add this kit to their range.

—Li Choo
Product:

Revell N.A. P-51B Mustang
(04137)
Scale:
1/72
Content:
47 injection moulded parts; 45
light grey and 2 clear. With deecals and instruction sheet
Price:
$5.95
Supplier: Tom’s Discount Hobbies Discount, West Ryde NSW
Comments: Dear Hasegawa, THIS is a P-51B
Mustang kit

—Stuart Coleman
Product:

Revell Messerschmitt Me262A1a /U3/U4
Scale:
1/32
Content:
87 injection moulded parts with 7
clear pieces, plus decals and
instruction booklet
Price:
$25.00
Supplier: Tom’s Discount Hobbies Discount, West Ryde NSW
Comments: An unusual product, one for the
builders of big kits.

equivalent from Snowy Mountains Models

Skyline Decals Simpsons Boeing
737-300 Decal Sheet

—Peter Shum
Product:
This is the 1/200 release of “The Simpsons”
737 decal sheet reviewed in the previous issue (see INminiature 3/98).
Basically more of the same except
smaller. Beautifully printed Simpsons characters along with cockpit & passenger window
details as well as an extensive set of service
markings (stencilling) A full colour instruction sheet is included with plenty of information on colour matching.
About the only complaint is the price. At
HK$120.00 (approx. AUD$25), it is quite a bit
more expensive then buying the 1/144 scale

Skyline Decals Simpsons Boeing
737-300 (SKY200-34)
Scale:
1/200
Content: 1 decal sheet with colour instruction sheet
Supplier: Sunny Model Company, Tai Koo,
Hong Kong
Price:
HK$120.00
Comment: Obviously, someone is pocketing
a handsome profit but I just had
to have it anyway.
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Academy Mirage IIIC

The Dassault Mirage IIIC was a milestone in
military aviation history. It was a top performer for its time, being capable of Mach 2
and an accomplished and stable weapons
platform. It was flown by quite a large number of airforces including the RAAF.
This is, I hear, the old Fujimi kit. Being
that, it needs a bit of work on the inside. The

Revell Hawker Hurricane Mk IIb

It would seem to be economical suicide for
any manufacturer to spend money on tooling
of a kit that has been released quite recently
by two other reputable manufacturers namely
Hasegawa and Academy but there seems to
be nothing stopping Revell for the moment.
This kit proves that one can still flog a
dead horse (figuratively speaking before any
of you animal lovers out there call me nasty
names). The kit comes in four medium grey
sprues and one clear sprue and the quality of
the moulding is equal to that of Hasegawa
but thankfully not the price. For every Hasegawa Hurricane bought, you can have yourselves four of Revell’s for the same amount

Revell Arado Ar. E555

When I first saw this kit in the shops I thought
it was the Flying Wing out of Raiders of the
Lost Ark. Once I picked it up I realized it was
anything but. This kit is one of the range of
German “What If?” aircraft that Revell have
been churning out lately. The only reasons I
purchased it was because it looked interest-
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outside is a different story though, with nicely
engraved panel lines. I didn’t hear about this
particular kit until I found it in the shop and on
top of it all it is a very good price. This one is
a pleasant surprise!
As already mentioned the kit has nicely
engraved panel and rivet lines. The cockpit
and wheel wells have moderate detail with
some light injection pin marks visible. The
decal sheet makes for only one version, that
of an Israeli Air Force aircraft. The five
sprues are moulded in light grey-green and
clear styrene. The kit consists of 65 pieces,
two of them being clear. One of the interesting features is the inclusion of a pilot figure
(He looks like the old drunk I saw in Marrickville the other day). As with me, you may
decide to leave the …“pilot“…out. I intend to
make this aircraft up as an RAAF machine as
a number of after market decal sets are available. A nice addition to the Aussie collection.

—Stuart Coleman
Product:
Scale:
Content:

Academy Dassault Mirage IIIC
1/48
65 Pieces, 2 clear, Decals and
Instruction sheet
Price:
$13.45
Supplier: Vaggs Hobbies, Miranda NSW
Comments: An Aussie classic. Will need a
little work to see a perfect Mirage!

of pesos. The cockpit is nicely detailed but
would have been better if the cockpit sides
were moulded separately rather than being
integrated into the fuselage side. The canopy
comes in two pieces, which is a first for the
preceding newly manufactured kits. Revell
has also made things interesting by having a
5 piece wing assembly consisting of the top
and bottom halves of the wings and a lower
centre wing section. Furthermore the fuselage is in three parts; the third being the lower
part of the fuselage behind the wing. Initially
I thought a Sea Hurricane variant was in the
works but on closer inspection, the ribs extended to the bottom such that the normal
two halves of the fuselage could not cover
this thus this area was covered by an extra
piece. Revell is also the second manufacturer after Hasegawa to produce a 12 gun
wing of the Hurricane and the extras in separate sprues are the drop tanks or bombs.
There are forty-five light grey and four clear
parts for the kit including the drop tank and
bomb assemblies.
The decals are beautifully printed with full
stenciling supplied but the sky colour is too
green on the fuselage band and letters. The
kit instruction layout is a loose leaf notepad
with a twelve step assembly procedure and

two decal options are given. The painting
instructions are based on Revell colours only
and both options exhibit the normal RAF
green and two grey camouflage.
Overall the quality of the kit is fantastic
and should prove to be a winner for both the
budget and serious market at the same time.

ing and it was cheap.
At only $10.95, if the kit wasn’t worth
building I could use the engines and undercarriage for something. When I opened the
box I was very surprised to see just how
much detail is in this kit. It has an extensively
detailed undercarriage, bomb bay and cockpit, beautifully engraved panel lines and a
very nicely printed decal sheet. All this has
made me decide to build the aircraft as is,
straight out of the box.
The aircraft was one of a number of allwing designs that Arado were playing with in
the early 1940s. Designs were in the advanced stages when the top brass ordered all
work to cease. Just looking at the design
leads you to wonder what would have happened if the aircraft reached squadron service and were deployed to carry out their de-

signed purpose, to bomb the USA.

—Li Choo
Product:

Revell Hawker Hurricane Mk. IIb
(04138)
Scale:
1/72nd
Content: 49 injection moulded pieces; 45
light grey and 4 clear, Decals and
Instruction sheet
Price:
$5.95
Supplier: Tom’s Discount Hobbies Discount, West Ryde NSW
Comments: Well it looks like there is such a
thing as CHEAP and GOOD!
Actually, CHEAP and GREAT!!

—Stuart Coleman

Product:
Scale:
Content:

Revell Arado Ar. E555
1/72
98 Pieces, 9 clear, Decals and
Instructions.
Price:
$10.95
Supplier: Tom’s Discount Hobbies Discount, West Ryde NSW
Comments: A cheap buy but heaps of potential. A good one for builders of
strange
shapes.

Academy Hawker Hunter F.6

AT LAST! Someone has done a 1/48 scale
Hawker Hunter. Academy, Thank You! The
Hunter began life like most Hawker fighter
aircraft, at the hands of the legendary Sir
Sidney Camm. Designed in 1948 as a replacement for the Gloster Meteor, the Hunter
made it’s first flight three years later. The F.6
which was the most-produced variant equipping almost every squadron in the RAF. It

AMT Star Wars Episode 1
Naboo Fighter

This is of AMT's 'snapfast' kits. The kit contains around 20 parts, including a groovy
stand. Naboo Fighters were seemingly designed to blind oncoming enemies, so most
parts are fairly accurately moulded in funky
yellow, while the front deck and hull bottom

AMT Star Wars Episode 1
Trade Federation Droid Fighters

Faced against the Naboo fighters are the

had the “All flying tail” and the “Dog-tooth”
leading edge on the wing that are two of the
Hunter’s most easily identified features.
Many Airforces around the world flew the
Hunter in all it’s variants with examples still
flying in the late eighties!!
This kit represents the F.6 model and
boasts exquisitely engraved panel lines and
very impressive interior detail. No flash is
apparent anywhere and ejector pin marks
are small and discreet.
Decals are available for two aircraft, one
from No.65 squadron and one from No.63
squadron. The instruction sheets are clear
and well laid out and the decal sheet is beautifully printed and in register.
Since Academy has released the Hunter,
Revell-Monogram has gotten into the act and
released it in 1/32 scale. Well, damn. Now I
have to buy that kit too.

—Stuart Coleman.

Product:
Scale:
Content:

Academy Hawker Hunter F.6.
1/48
72 injection moulded parts, 5
clear, decal
sheet and instruction
sheets.
Price:
Singapore $24.00
Supplier: A hobby shop in Singapore.
Comments: Very nicely moulded kit. Will be a
pleasure to build.

are chrome. Low viz it aint!. The parts themselves have basic engraved detail. The cockpit is moulded in with the top half of the craft,
so detail is limited. Plenty of scope for detailing here (and more sales for Star Wars cutaways books ). Also included are an astromech droid and pilot. The outrigger type engine pods contain most of the parts in the kit,
and are split top to bottom. A decal sheet is
included, with some stencils for the fighters
flanks.
The instructions are basic, but with only
twenty parts, this Jedi isn't complaining. For
those among us who insist on painting the
whole craft, the instructions only have paint
references for the cockpit, pilot and droid.
Refer to the boxtop.
Overall, this kit is a fair effort, and will
certainly look distinctive when finished, but
sadly it appears that once again AMT has
aimed at the kids market rather than at the
serious modeller. I guess they know where
the most money is, but perhaps one day they

will return from the dark side.

Droid Fighters, presumably so named because of the lack of personality of those who
pilot them. Droid fighters are much smaller
than piloted craft, and as they are in scale
with others in this series, AMT has generously provided three examples to fill the box
along with a stand to sit them on. Each
fighter consists of four snap together parts...
that's four...no really, count 'em. Top and
bottom hull, plus left and right wing pods are
as good as it gets. As droids don't seem to
require windows, there is no cockpit to speak
of. At least there is a fair bit of surface detail.
Hopefully you won't feel like painting your
model, as the instructions are no help. Consult the boxtop, or go see the film.
Once again it is nice to see some interesting kits from the movie being released, but

it would have been better if the result was a
little less toy-like.

—Scott Pfaff
Product:

AMT Star Wars Episode 1
Naboo Fighter (30117)
Scale:
1/48
Content:
20 Injection moulded parts
(yellow, chrome plated & clear),
display stand, decal sheet and
instruction sheets.
Price:
Approx. $30
Supplier: Toys R Us, Parramatta, NSW
Comments: A bit simple and kiddish!

—Scott Pfaff
Product:

AMT Star Wars Episode 1
Trade Federation Droid Fighter
(30118)
Scale:
1/48
Content: 3 x 4 injection moulded parts,
display stand, decal sheet and
instruction sheets.
Price:
Approx. $30
Supplier: Toys R Us, Parramatta, NSW
Comments: Toylike

Fellow modellers share their first looks at new product releases. These are not full reviews where the author has built the model kit or used the
product.
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The Old Soldier that never said die...

Gorgeous George

In an astonishing achievement. “G for
George” flew over 90 missions with 460
Squadron. Gary Green takes a close
look at the details that are often overlooked by the casual observer.
8
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Left:
”G” for George
shows off it’s mission scoreboard.

All Photographs via Steve MacKenzie

“G for George” developed a reputation as a ‘lucky’ aircraft.
It was the only example of 460 Squadron’s complement of
Lancasters still serving, and which set a squadron record
by surviving 90 operational missions.
On 29 May 1944, it was retired from active service and
underwent a major overhaul, and repaint before the long
flight to Australia. The identification letters were removed
but the bombing mission markings left essentially unchanged from the original. Flt. Sgt. Harry Tickle who was
responsible for maintenance of “G for George‘, returned to
Australia in it and toured through the eastern states.
Declared surplus in July 1945, “G for George” was
flown to Canberra to be held for historical preservation
where it stood beside the runway at Canberra’s Fairbairn
airport for the next ten years. Finally in 1955 the Austra-

lian War Memorial placed “G for George” in its final home
in their Aeroplane Hall of Fame. By 1977 the Lancaster’s
paintwork had deteriorated so much that it needed urgent
repair. It was restored to its authentic wartime camouflage
scheme but sadly, the aircraft’s bombing mission markings
and serial numbers were far from being correct.
The deeds of “G for George” and its crew are remarkable and something to be proud of. It is a real pity, that the
accuracy of the restoration effort on this historic aircraft
leaves a lot to be desired. “G for George” was recently
removed from display for preservation work, which will take
approximately five years. Personally I hope they get it right
this time.

miniature 14/4 9
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Starboard side of nose

Port Side of nose

Starboard side of fuselage

Port side of fuselage

All diagrams not to scale

Left:
Final markings
prior to restoration

Aircraft Identification
The letters “G” on the nose are hand painted red with a
yellow outline on the original. The restored version is stencilled and in red only.
The “w” in the original serial number is different to the
restored version and the lettering on the aircraft was originally round style, not the square style on the new version.

Pilots’ Personal Symbols
Painted below the portside of the cockpit are ninety
yellow bombs representing each of George’s 90 missions.
On or beside each bomb is a personal symbol identifying
the pilots who flew the missions.
In the pre-restoration photos the ‘saint’ symbol is easily
identified as that of Flt. Sgt. J.A Saint-Smith DFM, who

flew the Lancaster on the first 15 missions after its arrival
at 460 Squadron. (Sadly he was later killed in action on 29
June 1944 ). After restoration the saint symbol appears
only 13 times and is not shown as consecutive missions.
It is also smaller than and different to the original.
A red bar identifies the 14 missions of Flt. Sgt. J
Murray. The restored version shows only 13 missions.
There are also inconsistencies in which missions Murray
flew and which were his rest periods. The flag represents
the mission where he stopped over and refueled in Russia.
It is different to the original, this change was made during
the repaint prior to the flight to Australia. The flag was
repainted with a hammer and sickle, however on the original the only visible marking I can make out was a Soviet
armour insignia.
A blue ‘V’ for victory identifies the ten missions of

miniature 14/4 11

Right:
Markings after
restoration

Flight Officer J Henderson. The restored version has 11
and again, there are inconsistencies in which missions he
flew.
Flt. Sgt. “Cherry” Carter’s 20 missions were identified
by a pair of red cherries. In the restored version an extra
mission has been added at the beginning of his symbols
making a total of 21 missions.
The 3 ribbons down the right hand side of table C are
the distinguished flying medal, the conspicuous gallantry
medal and the Distinguished Service Order.
The names of the pilots who’s missions are missing
cannot be identified because the original records have
been changed. The “new and improved” Australian was
memorial version was used.
The memorial has even contradicted itself, the restored version show missions 34 and 35 as Flt. Off.

12
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Henderson’s. Not only is this different to the original, it is
also different to their scoreboard which lists mission 35 as
Flt. Sgt. D.J Strath’s.
There is a good quality decal sheet available in 1/72
and 1/48 scale if you wish to make the “new and improved”
version

References
History of Aviation No. .49
1971
Air Extra
No. .6 1974
G For George
War Memorial 1981
Legends of the Air
No. 2 1995

Distinguished Service Medal:
White with blue stripes.

Conspicous Gallantry Medal:
Blue bars with a white centre.

Left::
Markings of
individual pilots
and
awards given

Distinguished Service Order:
Blue bars with a red centre

Missions flown by Flt. Sgt. J.A. Saint-Smith
Bomb is yellow while the “Saint” figure is white. The
figures are present on the first 15 mission marks

Missions flown by Flt. Sgt. J. Murray
Bomb is yellow while the stripe is in red. This marking appears after the “Saint” figures and is present on
most of the next 18 missions.
Missions flown by Flying Officer J. Henderson
Bomb is yellow while the “V” is in Blue. This appears
on ten missions out of 13 after the Murray missions.

Missions flown by Pilot Officer “Cherry” Carters
Bomb is yellow while the Cherry dots are Red and the
Stems are in white. These appear towards the end of
the aircraft’s career.

Below:
“G for George”
ready for the
long hop to
Australia

Standard mission bomb
Bomb is yellow.
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Fall

Above & Right:
Alan Yee’s superbly
built and detailed Sup e r m a r ine
Swift.
Looking
at
these
photo, it is surprising
that it is his first vacform model. Note the
detail that’s been put
into the nose landing
gear door.

The Swift was the backup in case the
Hawker Hunter failed. Bummer huh?!
Alan Yee builds the Falcon Vacuum-Formed model of
this pioneering jet fighter in 1/48th scale.
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lback to a Legend...

All Photographs of the completed model by Pieter Stroethoff

The Swift’s history in RAF service was a troubled one in its
intended career but found solace in a less glamorous role.
Deriving itself directly as the Supermarine Attacker with
swept wings it found fame firstly as the first British jet with
swept wings and an all flying tail plane. It flew for the first
time on 29 December, 1948. Later the Swift also became
the first swept wing jet to take off and land on an aircraft
carrier. However the Royal Navy was not interested in fast
jets on carriers so Supermarine turned to modifying the
aircraft to be more potent in terms of speed, altitude, armament and overall flight ability.
By this time the Ministry of Defense indicated that the
Swift was to be the back up fighter for the RAF just in case
the Hawker Hunter failed. Initially designed to fit in the
Rolls Royce Nene engine, it was intended the back ups get

the slimmer Rolls Royce Avons around which the Hunter
was designed to take fitted in. Armament by this stage
had gone from four cannons in the wings to two in the
wings and two in the fuselage to become the first production Swift F.1. Its service entry was made in March 1953
thus making it the first RAF swept wing fighter to enter
service.
The F.2 was modified to concentrate all four cannons
in the fuselage. However the need for extra space to
house the ammunition and extra guns called for a fuselage
extension forward of the fuselage join created pitch up
problems to be alleviated to an extent by adding more ballast to the nose.
This problem was to plague the aircraft
to the extent the RAF had them withdrawn by early 1954.
By this time the Hawker Hunter was being introduced in
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All diagrams not to scale

Sketch of the dummy turbine disc and the stepped exhaust cone. The turbine, visible from the rear, and tailpipe were all scratch built.

Side view sketch of the canopy. Shown along the side of the sliding section is a
dotted line. This line was on the actual aircraft and depicts where the canopy
should be cut away to free the pilot.

Internal reinforcing work done inside the fuselage to
strengthen the vertical stabilizer.

Plan and end view of the bulkheads installed to give the fuselage its strength. The bulkheads were scratch built out of sheet styrene and super
glued into place. Fillets were added to give extra strength. The ends of the bulkhead halves overlap to add extra rigidity.
Left:
sketch showing the
wing aspect in regard to the fuselage.
Bottom left:
Reference to the
upturned wing tips
and the location of
the
navigation
lights are shown
here.
Bottom right:
Location of the fuel
dump
discharge
pipe.
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Two views of the undercarriage showing key locations of
detail and the angle at which the strut attaches to the wing
structure.

Top left:
Work done to the
inside of the fuselage to strengthen
it.
Top right:
Panel line detail on
the outside of the
fuselage halves. At
this stage in the
building the lines
have been drawn
on.
They were
later scribed.
Left:
Details
of
the
cockpit tub, the
insides
of
the
wheel well covers
and the instrument
panel.

All photographs of the model under construction via Alan Yee

numbers to the squadrons such that the backup fighter
plan was dead in the water. The RAF however did find the
Swift still a useful commodity in the low-level reconnaissance role in the form of the FR.5, the subject of the vacuum form being built.
I had purchased a Supermarine Swift kit just a few
years ago, one of the many vacuum form kits being produced by Falcon in New Zealand. This kit looked so good
in its packaging that they were almost irresistible to pass
up. Having bought it but never having attempted to build
one since my experience level was zero I decided to bite
the bullet and have a go.

Starting Out.
I chose to build the Swift over the Falcon’s Martin
Baker MB5 as my first attempt as it was supplied with
some white metal items, (saving me some work), and all of
the major parts were well formed in the stout sheets. The
plan also gave some sketches of various portions of the
real thing. I decided upon the FR.5 version as I had a couple of colour illustrations in an aviation magazine. Prior to
cutting out I had first run a biro pen around the outline of
each part so that I would know how far to sand the edges.
Secondly, I had engraved all panel lines and then cut out
all minor openings such as the numerous flush intakes and
camera windows. Wheel wells and other openings were to
be done later. Having cut out the major parts and carefully
sanded down to the biro line, the first concern was how

very flexible they were. Clearly I had to make some bulkheads and formers to essentially stiffen them up if the
model was to turn out reasonably rigid and well aligned.

Fuselage.
Firstly along the complete length of the mating edges I
added a 5mm strip of plastic card by supergluing into one
half to enable a wrong joint to be made. Bulkheads were
prepared in halves so that they would overlap when the
fuselage halves were mated, and glued in with small gussets ensuring that they were square.
I had the nose wheel well detailed with some ribs and
fitted the whole nose wheel assembly into one half of the
fuselage. The cannon ports were drilled out, and plastic
tubing inserted into the cavity to later take in small brass
tube cannon barrels later in the assembly process. I had
small strengthening blocks glued in at rear to support the
tail plane halves. All of the vents were blanked off internally, using plastic card and small scoops on top of the
fuselage were made from scrap plastic and fitted accordingly. At the rear, the tailpipe would be fitted after joining
the fuselage halves, prior to adding the wings through the
bottom opening. A dummy turbine disc and exhaust cone
was fabricated using the sketches I had drawn up and the
assembly set aside. The appropriate nose section was
added to each fuselage half merged in smoothly with filler
and the main intakes opened out.
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Top left:
The outside of
wings
showing
penciled in panel
lines, ready for
scribing.
Top right:
The inside of the
wing shows the
extent to which
Alan went to provide strength to
the model.
Right:
The
horizontal
stabilizers
with
pencil lines drawn
and the detailed
wheel wells are
shown ready for
installation.

Undercarriage.
I simulated brake lines by adding wire and a scratch
built the side stay with jack and fitted them to the white
metal main legs. The nose leg was cut off so that a wire
pin could be inserted enabling it to be turned slightly. All of
the wheel well door parts were scratch built to replace the
kit parts.

Odd Details.
The Swift had a large pitot tube, which was simulated
by two pieces of brass tube and fitted into a tube previously provided in the wing. The fuel vent was made from a
piece of flattened drinking straw and the whip antennae
from paint brush bristles. The camera windows were
made from Kristal Kleer and the white canopy framing from
thin strips of decal sheet.

Final Assembly.
Following fuselage joining and filling, the wing tops
were mated to the fuselage sides with superglue and
clamped until set. Prior to adding the wing bottom half I
had to fit it in carefully to ensure correct fuselage width
was maintained and then the overlapping bulkhead halves
were glued in to maintain this width. When the wing bottom was put in place, a perfect fit resulted and the join
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lines easily filled.

Finishing.
After assembling the main components as a whole
model I sanded the surfaces smooth prior to painting. Like
any other RAF machine the model was camouflaged dark
green, ocean grey, and the bottom silver.
The squadron marking supplied in the kit was white
bars/black arrows, but the magazine photos showed white
bars with red outlines and red arrows so new markings
were cut from white and red decal sheets.
The letter “F” cut from decal as per the photo reference. The kit letters were in italics contrary to the photo
reference. On the whole I was reasonably satisfied that
the model resembles a Swift with the only glaring inaccuracy being the wing root thickness which was too difficult to
correct given that it was my very first vacuum formed
model. I felt at this point that I would not be discouraged
from tackling further vacuum forms if they were to be as
good as this one.

Photograph by Pieter Stroethoff
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1/48th scale model by Alan Yee.

Supermarine Swift FR.5

Size isn’t Everything –

Part Three

All Photographs of the completed model by Pieter Stroethoff

Li Choo’s second small scale detailing attempt of
Willy Messerschmitt’s bomber buster
Background
There is no doubt that the Messerschmitt Me410 is one of
the most interesting twin engine aircraft streamlined and
graceful as compared to its predecessor the MesserSchmitt Me110. Developed to supersede the Me110,
initially as a Me210, it was found a little wanting in performance and handling. The Me 410 was then conceived
to overcome the shortcomings of the Me210 while still
incorporating the former’s revolutionary design of a fully
enclosed weapons bay, remote controlled rear firing
guns, and aerodynamically clean fuselage.
The Me410 could be set in many configurations as the
new Zerstörer to combat the heavy bomber offensive over
the skies of Germany first appearing in early 1943. One
of the versions produced to combat these bombers was a
single 50mm caliber cannon installed in the weapons bay
under the designation of Me410A-2/U4. This variant was
a popular choice for kit manufacturers when first released.
Manufacturers such as Revell, Frog, Lindberg and Matchbox produced this version to sell the kits and there is no
doubt to any old modeller was that their first impression on
the Me410 would be its association with the oversized can-
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non lashed on the front of it. One other is the Henschel
Hs129 but that is another story.

Kit Background
Prior to the release of the Fine Molds and Pro Modeler
kits, the only other available kits were the above mentioned; the Frog and Revell kits are one of the same but I
have not seen a Lindberg example to comment on. So,
having an example each from both Matchbox and Revell, I
can safely say that the Matchbox wins hands down. However, I did keep the Revell kit for spare parts.
Deciding that the Matchbox kit would be used as the
basis of the construction, I set out on a plan to improve the
kit as best as I could. At the time of construction, the reference material was quite rare. Apart from the Squadron
Signals series, I was able to procure some old reference
from a fellow club member; one of the benefits of being in
a plastic model making club. Using the Matchbox kit’s
instruction procedure, I had myself committed and began
the quest to add detail to the kit.

Construction

The Big Sting

Side view of the
completed model
show the detailed
left engine.
The gun breech
and more of the
engine details are
evident in this
view.

The Me410 cockpit is a fairly exposed one given that
the canopy has relatively few frames and bulbous in shape
so I had it completely scratch built. The only item from the
Matchbox kit I retained was part 5, the floor (part .5),
which was subsequently cut up between the seat locators.
Unlike the kit’s floor the actual cockpit had a split-level
between the pilot and the radio man/gunner. All of the
materials used were plastic card and strip and foil except
for the hoses and wires, which were made of wire insulation, stripped wire and harnesses respectively. Using the
references supplied, I was able to reproduce detail for the

entire cockpit. Once that was done the fuselage halves
were cemented together. While researching the cockpit
some of the references had engine detail so I decided to
add an exposed engine. Since the Me410 used Daimler
Benz DB603s I found two complete engine assemblies
from Dragon’s Dornier 335. I initially thought of doing both
engines but later chickened out did only one. A toss of the
coin decided which side got the exposed engine. The engine parts were cemented together with some additional
detail like the hose and distributor assemblies. The bearers were made from scratch with plastic strip and rein-
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The original cockpit parts in
the Matchbox Me410 kit.

The finished cockpit prior to
painting with the cockpit
tub and right hand side wall
on display.
Left cockpit side wall and it’s corresponding detail. .

!The

cowling assem-

bly

!Engine

layout from
the Bilek kit instructions

forced with a small strip of aluminum sheet cut from a soft
drink can. A part of the kit wing was cut to accommodate
the bulkhead, which was also made from plasticard. The
bulkhead was also enhanced with detail like the various
fluid reservoirs and the hoses and pumps associated with
them. Once all those sub-assemblies were complete and
suitably painted, they were then completely assembled into
the engine. Additions to the wing detail were done by replacing the moulded in ailerons with the Revell kit parts
and the mass balances at the bottom of the ailerons were
scratch-built using fuse wire and plasticard. The outboard
wing radiators had their flaps cut open and their actuating
arms were fashioned out of solder and assembled into the
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inside walls of the cooling vents. I initially cut up the kit
canopy and although the results were good, it was unfortunately extremely thick!!!! Had it been scaled up to actual
size it would have easily been the same thickness of a
King Tiger’s frontal armour. Salvation came in the form of
the prolific producers of canopies, Falcon Industries of
New Zealand. The excellent vacuum formed main canopy
was trimmed from its backing sheet and, in order not to
conceal the work done in the cockpit, with the aid of some
references it was carefully cut up and the hinged parts
were repositioned open. I cut out the tail plane elevators
and repositioned them in a down position and the trim tab
actuator rods were scratch built using fuse wire. (See pic-

The top side of the left wing is shown here giving an idea
of the detail on the DB603 engine.

The work that has gone into the engine area is apparent .

The original kit canopy
was as thick as Tiger
tank armour.

All Photographs of the model under construction by Scott Pfaff

Close-up of the
Falcon vacuform
canopy used on
the
completed
model.

ture of completed model) The tail planes were then assembled into the fuselage.
I replaced the lower halves of the kit’s landing gear by
cutting them out and reinserting the upper original part with
brass rod and tube. The scissors link was scratch built
using some aluminum foil. The kit’s main wheels were too
narrow and were replaced with Revell examples. The main
wheel hubs were copied using Dragon’s Arado Ar234 kit
wheel as the master and this was done by putting a large
amount of Humbrol’s Maskol on the Dragon kit wheels.
Once the masking material had dried, the mask was pulled
off slowly and coated with a little bit of petroleum jelly. The
Maskol mould was then filled with a powder filled polyester

mixed with the suitable amount of catalyst. Two copies
were made and once cured, they were trimmed and assembled to the wheels.
My initial plan was have the 50 mm cannon assembled
with the cover closed but given there was some additional
detail of the 50mm gun from the references, I scratch built
the gun breech, gun mount and magazine container. Using the Revell kit barrel and the muzzle drilled out the
whole assembly was painted and then mounted into the
bottom floor part for the cockpit.

Painting and Decalling
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I used the painting details from the Revell kit as it depicted the more likely colour scheme at the time of operations being the use of the grey tones. In addition the Revell
kit had additional stenciling for decals which were used
together with the simpler Matchbox decals.
The painting instructions from Revell indicated the two
RLM greys; RLM 74 and RLM 75 which I chose to use the
paints from the Gunze Sangyo acrylic range. The underside blue grey was FS36622 also from Gunze Sangyo. I
first sprayed the underside colour which also covered the
side of the fuselage followed by the lighter of the two
greys, on the upper wings, tail planes and the fuselage
upper surfaces. With what remaining grey paint I had left
in the cup, I decided to spray a mottle pattern on the fuselage sides and tail fin.
After letting the paint dry properly, I used Scotch Tape
to mask a splinter camouflage on the wing, tail plane and
fuselage upper surfaces and proceeded to spray the areas
with the darker grey. I removed the masks from the fuselage and repeated the mottling procedure. After that I
poured a small amount of liquid floor wax polish into a
clean cup, diluted it with two drops of methylated spirits
and sprayed it onto the model. Two successive coats
gave the model a nice shine.
The decals were then applied with the aid of Gunze
Sanyo’s Mr Mark Softener, a decal softening solution.
When the decals were all set, I sealed it by spraying an
additional coat of floor wax and then I used Humbrol Matt
Cote to reduce the gloss finish. Weathering was achieved
by diluting a mixture of black and khaki drab and spraying
into the panel lines and for exhaust stain effects. Emery
paper was then used to ‘scuff’ the areas where a significant amount of foot traffic was encountered on the aircraft.
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!Exploded view showing under carriage

detail

Summary
Now there was one thing I overlooked; I forgot to add a
radiator housing for the exposed engine, two years after
building it.
Now that the Mauve and Pro Modeler kits are out, it
has made it easier for modellers to produce a nice replica
without the added effort; something I personally term
“Shake ‘n Bake” kits. In addition Bilek and Italeri have pro-

duced the Me410’s direct ancestor, the
Me210 and being a proud owner of the
Italeri example, who knows the outcome
but another article coming sometime in
the distant future. As can be seen from
the photos of the completed kit, the result has not been too bad. There are
some members of the model building
fraternity who thinks Matchbox kits are
the pits or in their case trenches and are
not great to put together. However but I
have found them to be good foundations
for decent models produced provided the
modeller wants to put in the effort. I
would like to thank Warren Evans for the
supply of the rare reference material for
this wonderful subject.

Exploded view
showing external areas that
were
extensively detailed.
Rear shot of
the completed
model.
Note
additional detail added to
the tail section,
wings and canopy
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Reviews
Hasegawa 1/200 JAS MD-90 `1st and 2nd Aircraft’

The McDonnell Douglas MD-90 is the latest
variant of the DC-9, powered by new fuelefficient turbofan engines and employing
state of the art digital cockpit controls.
Japan Air Systems has ordered seven
MD-90-30 with a passenger capacity of 180
seats. Each of the seven MD-90s will have a
different colour scheme based on JAS’s rainbow motif, designed by none other than the
late Akira Kurosawa, the famous Japan film
director whose works include “The Seven
Samurai”, the film that “The Magnificent
Seven” was an Americanized copy of.

This Hasegawa kit is a double kit with
parts and markings for both the 1st and 2nd
JAS MD-90s. At first glance the breakdown
of parts is unusual until you release that this
kit can also be built as a “snap together” desk
display model and a display stand is supplied
for each aircraft. Hasegawa has obviously
worked hard to eliminate most of the problems with assembling an airliner. The fuselage is split top and bottom and is devoid of
cockpit and passengers windows and cabin
doors details, which may initially be a disappointment but in this scale decal windows
and doors look much better anyway. The
wings are mold as a single part which simplify
alignment, and the engine nacelles are
molded as a single piece that eliminates the
very tedious job of filling and sanding gaps
inside the air intakes.

The basic kit itself was an absolute pleasure to put together. Construction was very
straightforward and the instructions were
closely adhered to excepted that the engines
and the landing gear left off the model until
after painting. The fit of parts was excellent
with only minute gaps along the fuselage and
the horizontal stabilizer that was easily filled
with Gunze Sangyo Mr Surfacer 1000.
The whole model was primed in Gunze
Sangyo’s Mr Surfacer 1000. Although the kit
instructions recommends Gunze Sangyo
gloss white for the fuselage, aircraft gray for
the wings and silver for the leading edges, I
substituted Testor’s FS17875 Insigna White,
FS36376 Light Ghost Gray and Metalizer
non-buffing aluminum respectively.

model. They are nicely printed with thin carrier film and all colours in register but the fit,
well… The rainbow band decal around the
1st aircraft was a nightmare to get to conform
to the curved surfaces around the wing roots.
Patience is the keyword here. Allow yourself
plenty of time to slowly position the decal.
Trim away as much of the clear carrier film
around the markings as you can and for the
larger decals, cutting them up into small
pieces can help with their application. Similar
problems were encountered on decals for the
vertical stabilizers for the 2nd aircraft. Without
any panel lines and other surface detail on
the fuselage, it was difficult to accurately position the passenger window and the cabin
door decals. Note that the instructions incorrectly shows a rear cabin door on the right
side of the aircraft that does not appear on
the decal sheet or on the photos on the kit
box.
Despite the problems with the decals,
these models were a joy to build and would
make a very colourful addition to anybody’s
collection.
—Peter Shum

Product:

Hasegawa JAS MD-90
`1st and 2nd Aircraft’ (LL15)
Scale:
1/200
Content: 2 x 30 injection molded parts
(including display stands), decals
and instructions.
Price:
¥1,170 (approx. A$14.00)
Supplier: Tokyu Hands Department Store,
Shibuya, Tokyo, Japan
Comments: Good: Easy to build, with excellent fit. Bad: Ill-fitting decals for
aircraft 1.

The decals are what really makes this

Photograph by Peter Shum

In these articles, the authors has either built the model kit or used the product, and hence can provide a more accurate assessment than it is
possible in First Impressions.
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Internet Links
http://www.oz.net/~xopowo/VVS/vvs.htm
A very nice English language website dealing with the VVS and will surely kick up some debate
on colour interpretation of the VVS camouflage plus an extensive model gallery. If you are into
Soviet military aviation in a big way, this is the way to go to:

http://www.infoart.ru:8000/avia/company/monino/e_monino/index.htm
We now have access to Russian museums on the world wide web!! Monino Air Museum now
has a site. By the way you need to know Russian to understand what it is all about but who
cares, its got nice pictures.

http://www.elknet.pl/bcross-rstar/
This is what you have been drooling for haven’t you? This is an interesting site on the Luftwaffe’s expedition into the Soviet Union with a aptly titled page, ‘Red Stars, Black Cross‘. The
page is in English.

http;//users.skynet.be/sky93454/Mig-29/forum.htm
There is a chat line for everything including Mig 29s. Everything you want to know about the
Fulcrum fighter. Its in English and quite interesting with lots of bells and whistles especially the
rock music reminiscent of ‘Top Gun’ and ‘Iron Eagle’.

http://www.aviapanorama.ru/journal
Aviapanorama web site. Russian language text with English on the menu listing only. If you
love the pictures and not too worried about of the words, then do go to:

http://www.infoart.ru:8000/avia/company/yak/index.htm
This is the second site which houses the museum of Yakovklev aircraft. Can be viewed in Russian or English.
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Readers’ Letters
The Mug Modeller’s Manifesto – A Response
Thank you Jim, as this may well be the voice of many
thoughts. Certainly mine. There is something I would like
to add, which if we are to get more models coming to
meetings is perhaps to be addressed. We need a little
less negativity from the viewers. So many times when I go
back to check out the competition do I hear negative comments about the models when the owners are not around.
Surely this would discourage other onlookers who might
want to bring in a model to a future meeting. Imagine having your HARD work bashed by a know-it-all when you
aren’t there to defend it. (Yes, I know we are trying to
make them as realistic as possible but I am still yet to see
one fly….unassisted.) Because we obsess so much about
the damn things is it not a bit unreasonable that we not
criticise those less enlightened on the subject of how many
umpteen rivets haven’t been corrected on any XYZ.
Rather, I applaud any modeller who goes to all the bother
of bringing along their latest work in lieu of criticism.
As for individual assessment…when I joined the club I
entered competitions and have continued to do so ever
since. When we voted for a change to the judging I let it
slip by without looking too deeply into it. I “thought” that a
system, which had the potential to award more than the
No. 1 model would encourage more people. I voted for it
and now I think I was wrong. What it seems to instead do
is mean the people who might otherwise have a got a
Bronze! And why those same models entered in the same
category throughout the year can get different assessments by almost 20%?
As I understand there is only 11% separating Gold
from Bronze and Bronze from “See you later”. Is there a
way to better regulate the judging? Are some judges too
easy? Well, I really have nothing constructive to offer and
am just saying the same ol’ same ol’. But who does have
the answer? How do we get past this? Will the entries
and the club diminish even more because of this debate?
Remember it is only a hobby!
P.S Good luck if you enter a SCRATCHBUILT biplane flying boat.

not too long after. It was the small scale sircraft category
and I vividly remember that I had entered a Heller F4U-1
Corsair and a Messerschmitt Me163 Komet. I was proud
of my first real attempt. At the end of the day I got my result back with disappointing scores; probably a high
Bronze score. I was approached by one of the judges who
actually had a very long talk with me about competition
level entries and he saw that I could improve. From here
onwards, the only way was up. Seven years later, I became an expert in the Small Scale Aircraft category after a
few consecutive winning entries. I must admit that I did
enjoy competing at that time because it was Warren Meyer
I was up against each time I put in an entry.
Since becoming an expert I have either volunteered or
got conscripted to judge models in competitions. I have
judged models with fellow modellers with varying views of
“What makes a realistic, good-looking model”. The judging
characteristics range from rivet counters/nit pickers to the
overly lenient. I can admit that I can be either depending
on the day. Hey, I am human after all. So it is to no surprise that the ‘masterpiece’ made by the Model Master
Maker could be a show winning model in one month and
then an earth shattering dud the next at the very extreme.
Another factor does come into play in the tangled web
of model judging; its good to have mates in positions of
deciding the winner and the loser within reasonable doubt.
Controversial as it may seem but its otherwise true.
Lastly judging is now seen as a thankless chore and a
time consuming task. The incentives of the judges’ raffle
is a commendable one although the majority of the elected
judges never jump up with hands raised eagerly to enthusiastically volunteer their precious time that could otherwise
be used to socialise with fellow modellers or rummage
around other modellers’ pre-loved collection sale items.
By the way if my first two models were entered today, it
would be in the “See you later” category.
—Li Choo
May 1999

—Warren Meyer
March 1999
The Mug Modeller’s Manifesto – Another Response
This is one debate that has no conclusion. This is because whatever system we have come up with to try to
make judging fairer, there is someone who says, “ Its NOT
fair!!!” I can with authority say that I have been a mug
modeller, mug model making competitor and mug model
making judge and last of all a mug model making magazine team editor. Yep, I’m a mug.
I joined IPMS in 1987 and entered my first competition

Got an opinion (and who doesn’t) or a story just begging
to be told, then write to us. Comments and feedback on
the magazine are also welcome.

Errata
Insufficient caffeine, late nights and computers can be a dangerous combination. Just when the editors thought they got
away with the late issue error-free, something reminds them that they shouldn’t quit their day jobs.

Volume 14 No. 3

•
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December 1998

Page 31, Competition Results – 22 August 1998 Most Outstanding Model. The winner of the novice category was
Paul Farley with a 1/35 Tamiya M1 Abrams, and the winner of the expert was Warren Meyer with a 1/72 Revell
Me262A. (Sorry about that one. Perhaps, I was daydreaming that I did win it. Peter Shum)

Competition Results
Left:
SB2C Helldiver
- Bob Whaites.
Below:
Hurricane IIB
- Dave Connolly.

All Photographs by Pieter Stroethoff

September 26 1998
Aircraft Large Scale

(Out of the Box Entries)

Expert

Silver

Dave Connolly

1/48

Hobbycraft

Hurricane IIB

Expert

Bronze

Bob Whaites

1/48

Hasagawa

P-38L

Novice

Gold

Jon Willis

1/48

Tamiya

Spitfire XIVC

Novice

Silver

Jon Willis

1/48

Academy

Spitfire VB

Expert

Gold

Bob Whaites

1/48

Tamiya

F4F4

Expert

Gold

Bob Whaites

1/48

Promodeller

SB2C Helldiver

Novice

Gold

Peter Shum

1/200

Hasagawa

ANA 747

Novice

Silver

John McNeilly

1/24

AMT

’53 Corvette

Novice

Silver

John McNeilly

1/24

AMT

Plymouth Prowler

Left:
’67 Corvette
- Andrew Huber.

October 24 1998
Motor Vehicles

Novice

Science – fiction (O of Novice

Gold

Dave Hampden

1/24

Monogram

Dodge Challenger

Silver

Andrew Huber

1/12

Monogram

’67 Corvette

Bronze

Andrew Huber

1/25

AMT

Ford Delivery 1940

Andrew Huber

1/12

Monogram

‘69 Camaro

Silver

John McNeilly

-

Monogram

Cylon Raider

Silver

John McNeilly

1/100

-

Nautilus
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Left:
U.S. Army Truck
- Gus Obarzanek
Below Left:
Ford Escort 4x4
- Peter McConnell.
Bottom Right:
Hawker Typhoon
- Bob Whaites.

27 November 1998
END OF YEAR COMPETIOut of the Box

Expert

Gold

Gus Obarzanek

1/35

Tamiya

Truck

Silver

Bob Whaites

1/48

Pro Modeller

SB2C Helldiver

Silver

Dave Conolly

1/48

Accurate Miniatures

Avenger

Gold

Peter Shum

1/200

Hasagawa

Boeing 777

Gold

Peter Shum

1/200

Hasagawa

Boeing 747

Gold

Scott Pfaff

1/72

Hasagawa

Fw190-D

Silver

Scott Davies

1/48

Tamiya

Me 109E

Expert

Gold

Bob Whaites

1/48

Monogram

Typhoon

Novice

Gold

John Willis

1/48

Tamiya

Spitfire Mk V

Gold

John Willis

1/48

Tamiya

Spitfire Mk XIV

Silver

Glen Porter

1/72

Revell

FW-190-A8

Novice

Large Scale Aircraft

Small Scale Aircraft

Expert

Silver

Warren Meyer

1/72

Revell

ME262

Novice

Silver

Peter Shum

1/72

Tamiya

Serian

Small Scale AFVs

-

-

-

-

-

Large Scale AFVs

Expert

Bronze

Paul Farley

1/35

Tamiya

M1 Abrams

Expert

Bronze

Gary Green

1/35

Italerei

Tiger P

Expert

Silver

Grahame Dunn

1/25

Lindberg

‘61 Chevy Impala

Novice

Gold

Dave Hampden

1/24

Monogram

‘70 Dodge Challenger

Silver

Peter McConnell

1/24

Tamiya

Ford Escort 4x4

-

-

Cars

Trucks & Vehicles

30
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-

-

-

-

-

Open

Sci-Fi

Expert

Gold

Pieter Stroethoff

Novice

Silver

Scott Davies

Novice

Silver

Chris Davies

Silver

Li Choo

Silver

Dave Hampden

-

Dave Hampden

Figures

Novice

Ships

Expert

Bronze

Novice

Scratch

Bren M/G

-

Revell

Triceratops

1/6

Inteleg

Cthluthu

1/6

Gyometric

Ryker

1/6

Horizon

Hulk

120mm Verlinden

Black Prince

Patrick Hetherington

1/400

Heller

Graf Spee

Pieter Stroethoff

1/350

Dragon

USS Spruance

Gold

Chris Davies

1/24

Mixed

‘32 Ford “Rustbucket”

Gold

Scott Davies

1/35

Tamiya

“Caught in the Act”

Gold

Steve Varhegyi

1/35

Mixed

“Battle of St. Lo”

Dioramas

1/6

Secretary’s Award

-

-

Bob Whaites

1/48

Monogram

Hawker Typhoon

Modeller of the Year

-

-

Bob Whaites

-

-

Average of 88.8

Competitor of the Year

-

-

John McNeilly

-

-

1309.5 Points

Most Improved Modeller

-

-

John Willis

-

-

Encouragement Award

-

-

Mark Nolan

-

-

Model of the Year

-

-

Pieter Stroethoff

Best Novice Model

-

-

Peter Shum

859 Points

1/6

Scratchbuilt

Bren M/G

1/200

Hasagawa

Boeing 777

Left:
Fletcher Class Destroyer
- Steve Varheghi
Bottom:
P-39Q Airacobra
- Ian Krestensen

24 January 1999
Open

Ships

Novice

Silver

Ian Krestensen

1/72

Academy

P-39Q Airacobra

Novice

Silver

Scott Davies

1/30

Horizon

Elasmosaurus

Novice

Gold

Steve Varheghi

-

Tamiya

Fletcher Class Destroyer

27 February 1999
No awards presented due to a lack of entries. (Oh No! Not again. Ed.)
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Photograph by Rodney Coleman

This photo is of privately owned Mustang, “India Victor India”. It was built as a mark 21, it’s registration was A68-119.
Not long after this photo was taken the owner was performing some low-level aerobatics near Windsor, NSW. He was
committed to a loop at about 1000 feet when ran out of room and consequently buried the aircraft and himself!
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Gorgeous George
Additional Notes on markings for the Lancaster “G for George”

Left:
“G for George” mission scoreboard at
the time of retirement
from active service
with 460 Squadron.
The bomb marks varied in shape.

Soon after INminiature 4/98 went to print, the editorial
team caught up with the author of the “Gorgeous George”
article, Gary Green. After seeing the finished product,
Gary point out there was a few ambiguities introduced by
the editing and redrawing of the article. As a service to our
readers, we have included in this supplement the original
hand drawing from the author.
“G for George” has worn three different versions of the
mission scoreboards.

•

During its service with 460 Squadron, the “G for
George” displayed a bombing scoreboard as depicted
above. The outlines of the individual bomb marks
differed from each other as they were applied by hand
by different people. This has been confirmed with
photos taken of “G for George” during its operational

•

•

service (which unfortunately we can not reproduce
here due to copyright restrictions.)
After its retirement from active service, “G for George”
was repainted before its flight to Australia. This is
depicted on photographs on the front cover and on
page 8, as well as on the diagram on page 11. The
scoreboard had the same markings as figure 1 except
all the bomb marks are identical to each other as they
were painted using a stencil.
In 1977, the scoreboard was incorrectly repainted as
per the diagram on page 12.
— Editor

